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ON THE IMMERSION OF AN «DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLD
IN M + 1-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN SPACE

BENJAMIN HALPERN

Abstract. Consider the subset of n+1-dimensional Euclidean

space swept out by the tangent hyperplanes drawn through the

points of an immersed compact closed connected n-dimensional

smooth manifold. If this is not all of the Euclidean space, then the

manifold is diffeomorphic to a sphere, the immersion is an embed-

ding, the image of the immersion is the boundary of a unique open

starshaped set, and the set of points not on any tangent hyperplane

is the interior of the kernel of the open starshaped set. A converse

statement also holds.

Let M be a compact closed connected «-dimensional (« Si 2) smooth

(infinitely differentiate) manifold and â:M—*Rn+l a smooth im-

mersion of M into « + l-dimensional Euclidean space. For each

pEM consider the hyperplane TP in Rn+l drawn through ä(p) and

tangent to á(M). We prove that if UpeAf Tp^Rn+1, then M is diffeo-

morphic to the «-sphere, á is actually an embedding, there exists a

unique open starshaped set VERn+1 such that bdry V = â(M), and

Pb+1-Up6aí P„=int(kernel V), where kernel V= {pEV\tp + (l-t)q

EV for all qEV and Ogfgl}. Conversely, if 0(M)=bdry V for

some open starshaped set VERn+1 with int(kernel V)¿¿0, then

IW Tp*R»+\
Notation. We denote the tangent space to M at p by TMP and

the induced tangent space map of á by dd\p. For x = (xi, ■ • • , ¡e„)

G Rn let ||x|| = (x\ + ■ ■ ■ + xl)112. For p, q E R" define

[p, q)= {(l-x)p+xq\0^x <l} and define [p, q], (p, q], and (p, q)

similarly. If A ER" then bdry A, int A, and cl A will denote the
topological boundary, interior, and closure of A.

Proof. We may suppose that 0EUPeM Tp. Note that d(p) E Tp for

all pEM and so OE^(M). Consider the differentiable map <y:Rn+l

— {0}—*Sn defined by (P(x) =a;/||a:||. It is intuitively obvious and easy

to verify analytically that d(P\ x v =0 iff v =\x for some \ER- From

OGUpSjur Tp it follows that each vEd¿\ P TMP= Tp—â(p), v,¿0, is not

of the form v=~Ká(p), \ER- For otherwise X^O and —\~1v= —â(p)
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Edâ\p TMP. So —ä(p)=w — a(p) for some wETp and then w=0 a

contradiction. Combining these observations we conclude that

¿((P o â) I p=d(P\ nP) o dd\ p is 1-1 and thus an isomorphism onto

TSg>y(p)) for each pEM. It follows from the implicit function theorem

that for each pEM, (? o ä maps some open neighborhood of p

diffeomorphically onto an open neighborhood of ((P o é)ip)ESn.

Hence for each qESn, (0> o d)~liq) is a discrete space. But ((P o â)~xiq)

is a closed subspace of the compact space M and thus ((P o á)-1(í)

is compact; it follows that ((P o d)~liq) must be a finite set. Let

((Poá)"'(g)= {pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pn} with pi9ipj for Í9íj. From above, we

know that for each i, l^i^N, there is an open neighborhood í/¿ of

pi which is mapped diffeomorphically onto an open neighborhood

Vi of q. Since M is Hausdorff the Ui can be chosen disjoint. Then

N

v = [\Vir\
7=1

(s"~ i(?od)(M - Ü Ui j\

is an open neighborhood of q such that ((P o í)~'( F) is a disjoint

union of open sets each one of which is mapped diffeomorphically

(and thus homeomorphically) onto V. It follows that ((Poá)(M)

is an open subset of 5". But since M is compact, (<P o ô)iM) is also

compact and thus closed and because 5" is connected we must have

((P o S) iM) = Sn. This shows that (P o â : M—*Sn is a covering map and

because M is connected and S" (m^2) is simply connected, (? o ¿

must be a homeomorphism; hence 1-1 and hence a diffeomorphism.

This establishes assertion (1).

Since (P o â is 1-1, d must be 1-1. Hence ê is an embedding (M is

compact) and assertion (2) is established.

Consider the set V = \JpeM [0, Sip)). Clearly V is starshaped with

0 as a star-center. Set W = \Jp<=m {tdip)\t>l}. Since (P o ê is a

homeomorphism it follows that W is connected and WJW = Rn+l

-¿(M).

By the Jordan-Brouwer separation theorem Rn+1— diM) consists

of two open components, one bounded X, and one unbounded Y,

such that bdry X = âiM) =hdry Y. Since V and W are connected,

disjoint, VyJW = Rn+l — ¿(M), and IF is unbounded, it follows that

F = Zand W=Y. Hence F is open and bdry V = S(M).

We will now show that V is the only open starshaped set whose

point-set boundary equals d(M). Suppose V is an open starshaped

set such that bdry V = ä(M). Since V is starshaped it is connected

and hence either V'E V or V'EW. Now using the easily established

facts that V and i?"+1-cl  V are open,  F'W(7*"+1-cl  V')=Rn+l
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— ä(M), Rn+l — cl V is unbounded, V and W are the connected com-

ponents of Rn+1 — ä(M), itfollows that V = V.

We have seen that an arbitrary point of Z = Rn+l — Upe*r Tp

(which we took to be 0 by shifting the origin if necessary) is a star-

center for V, i.e. is in kernel V. Hence ZCkernel V. We will establish

ZCint(kernel V) by showing that Z is open. To show this we merely

have to show that an arbitrary point of Z (which we again take to be

0) is in an open set N contained in Z, 0GNEZ. Consider the map

k: TM-^Rn+1 given by

k(v) = 3(ir(v)) + dä\rM(v)

for all vE TM where TM= the tangent bundle of M and tt : TM-+M

is the canonical projection. Then Z = Pn+1 — k(TM). Set

l = supp^M \\&(p)\\ which is finite since M is compact. Because k is

continuous k~l(Bi) is closed where Pj = {xGPn+1| ||x|| ^/}. We may

pull back a Riemannian metric via ä, i.e. we can define an inner

product for all pairs of vectors v, w such that ir(v) =ir(w) by setting

(v, w) =(dg\ x(«)(!»), dä\ t(v)(w)) and this inner product is clearly

continuous. Set ||»|| =(v, v)1'2 for each vETM. Note that if ||i>|[>2Z

then

II*(»)|| -lk(*w)+áfU)W||

è (HI - l > 21 - l = l.

This shows that fe-^POC {»GPAf] ||î/|| ̂ 2l} =Q. But Ç is compact
since M is compact and the Tychonoff theorem is easily seen to carry

over to this bundle situation. Hence, because k~x(Bi) is closed it is

also compact. Thus k(k~x(Bi)) =B¡C\k(TM) is compact and hence

closed. Finally

0 G N =- int B¡ - k(TM)

= int Bi- Blr\ k(TM) C Rn+1 - k(TM) = Z

and N = int Bi — Bii~\k(TM) is clearly open. Hence Z is open and

ZCint(kernel V) as we wished to show.

Next we will establish the converse inclusion ZDint(kernel V).

Consider an arbitrary point of int(kernel V) which we may take to

be 0. Next take an arbitrary point p of M.

It follows from V being starshaped that cl V is also star-

shaped. It is also easy to show that kernel (cl F)Dkernel V. Since

0Gint(kernel V) there is an «>0 such De={xERn+l\ ||x|| <e}

Ckernel V. Then C=Um« [*, ¿(p))Ccl V. Actually CEV. To see
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this, note first that C = Uo<a£ia(Pe)4-(l— a)dip) and is thus open.

Secondly, it is easily seen that int(cl V) = V. So we have CCint(cl V)

= V as claimed.

Now suppose 0(£Z. Then — â(p)Edâ\ PiTMp) and so there is a

curve y in M such that 7(0) =p and the tangent to â 07 at 0 is

— â(p). It then follows that (3 oy)(t)EC for sufficiently small posi-

tive t. But this contradicts CE V and ¿(M)=hdry VERn+1-V.

Hence we must have OEZ as we desired. Therefore int(kernel V)

EZ and so int(kernel F) =Z is established.

Finally we will establish the converse assertion. Suppose d(M)

= bdry F for some open starshaped set F C Rn+1 such that

int(kernel F) 9e 0. We wish to show that Zf¿0.

Without loss of generality we may assume OEint(kernel F). It is

now sufficient to show that 0^da| P(PMP) for each pEM. Take a

p E M. Since 0 E int(kernel V) there is an e > 0 such that

{x£7*n+1| ||x|| <i}Ckernel V. Consider the set C=>|JW<« [*> $(P))-

We will show that CE V.

Let y = (1 — a)x+aâip), 0^a<l, ||x|| <«, be an arbitrary point of

C. Since S ip) G bdry F there is a sequence xm in F such that xm—*â (p).

The sequence ym = (l— a)-liy— axm) =x4-(l— a)~la.i¿ip)— xm)—>x

and hence ||ym|I <efor somem. Thenym(Ekernel Fand soy = (l—a)ym

-\-aXmE V. Hence CE Fas we wished to show.

Now the "curve argument" in the last paragraph of the proof of

int(kernel V) =Z can be used here and it gives the desired conclusion,

OÇ£da\piTMp). Hence OEZ9i0. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
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